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About This Content

After 10 years, the definitive collection of Narcissu's heart-rending musical score is finally here!

Longtime fans of the Narcissu series have praised the powerful use of music and emotions as one of the finest in its genre, and
now the complete soundtrack is available on Steam! This edition collects the familiar music used in Narcissu 1st and 2nd, as

well as the incredible new additions from the 10th Anniversary.

As well as the instrumental score, this edition also featuress a massive 10 full vocal songs alongside the 36 BGM tracks. Last but
not least, this soundtrack includes the all new tracks from industry legends Chris Huelsbeck (Turrican, Star Wars: Rogue

Squadron) and Hiroki Kikuta (Secret of Mana, Koudelka).

10 years in the making, Narcissu's audio journey is now complete and available on Steam!

Tracklist: (Bold text denotes vocal tracks

Disc 1
01：スカーレット -arr- = Scarlet -arranged-

02：dear friend = dear friend
03：15ｃｍ = 15cm

04：すみれより：あかりのテーマ = Akari's Theme (From Sumire)
05：南向きの窓 = Southern-facing Window
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06：サクラ（１２０円の春より） = Sakura (from 120yen Spring)
07：曇りの心 = Clouded Heart
08：光降るなら = If light rains
09：朝の景色 = Morning Scene

10：ここにいる = I'm Here

11：ロードスター = Roadster
12：ねこ王国の姫/ＷＨＩＴＥより = Princess of the Cat Kingdom

13：銀色より = From Gin'iro
14：陽子のテーマ = Youko's Theme

15：悲しき調べ = Sorrowful Investigation

16：ラムネ79's = Ramune 79's
17：週末の過ごし方 = How to Pass a Weekend

18：ナルキッソス-inst2- = Narcissus
19：切なる想い = Sincere Feelings
20：半分の魔法 = Half of Magic

21：夕化粧 アレンジver = Preparing For Night

Disc 2
01：エメラルドの海 = Emerald Sea

02：Narcissu～セツミのテーマ～ = Narcissu ~Setsumi's Theme~
03：銀のクーペ = Silver Coupe

04：7F = 7F
05：夕立雲 = Rain Cloud

06：Liaison = Liaison
07：誰が為に = For Someone's Sake

08：秘めた希望 = Hidden Hope
09：１２０円の冬より = From 120yen of Autumn

10：姫子のテーマ = Himeko's Theme

11：10：ここにいる = I'm Here
12：長い影 = Long Shadows

13：Sleeping pretend(すみれより） = Sleeping Pretend (From Sumire)
14：憂いと麗し = Sorrow and Beauty

15：鳴る高架線 2007 = Ringing Railway

16：ナルキッソス-inst- = Narcissus -inst-
17：寂しき旋律 = Lonely Melody

18：ラムネ79's ver2 = Ramune 79's ver 2
19：飲み込む嘘 = Accepted Lies
20：ナルキッソス = Narcissus

21：一号線 = Route 1
22:雨のマージナル = Ame no Marginal

23:静かな時間 = Quiet Time
24:移り行く季節 = The Changing Seasons

25:耐える冬 = A Winter of Enduring

Total play time: 2hr 20min
Format: FLAC Lossless Audio
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Now honestly, yes it may be freakin impossible to hide from the dude. He can freakin get you from anywhere. But honestly, I
had a lot of fun playing this game, no joke. What made the game scary to me was the fact that the dude jumping out at you
seems pretty unpredictable and I feel like thats what made this game scary was the knowing that this dudes bout to jump through
walls and crap to get you. $5 may have been too much to spend on a game like this, but I don't regret buying it cause now I have
a funny memory on my channel that made it worth it. I'm also gonna make my friends come over and play this for my channel
some more, and they won't even know it's impossible for you to win. Props to the creator for this game, I assume you're new to
developing so if this is one of you're first projects, props to you man you gotta start somewhere!

Here's my video if you wanna have a laugh - https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=golBlEAFsu4. Brilliant platformer. Game is
fun even for an old game but multi-player only works on lan not over the internet.. For a 15 years old game, it's so fantastic..
DONT BUY THIS ON IT'S OWN.

Buy the main pack, however. I think this is a very nice skin for the 101, and it comes free if you purchase the main one.. Pros:
+ wake me up inside
+ (cant wake up)
+ wake me up inside
+ (saaave me)

Cons:
- Call my name and save me from the dark. This is a great family game. I've shared this with my family when ever we have
family dinners or events and everyone loves it. I love the fact that 2 people can play this game at a time and they have to work as
a team. I definitely recommend this.
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The Store Page should say Locked Keyboard Binds or Controller only! No Mouse!

Returning it. Didn't even get to play it, (literally on the Main Menu for 5 minutes so I could write this review) not going to waste
time on a keybindless PC game when there is Stardew Valley and/or My Time in Portia.

A note to the Devs if they are reading or care about their players/reviews.... Really fun, and the endings are cool too. I like to try
and stack all the bosses by not killing them but still shooting the little enemies.. This is a very solid aventure/incremental ..
idleish game. The animations are solid.. the gear is great.. the music is spot on ... i enjoyed every aspect of this game .. coming
from a lot of idle/clicker games. There is really no clicking involved in this game besides having to equip or disenchant gear..
the game also has a ascend system seen in most incremental games. The gameplay time is about 10-30+ hours depending on how
well you do... since this game has a acctual end to it (Still allows you to keep building your char after the fact.)

Honestly this is a great game.. and for its cost really is a steal for fans of incremental idle games..... or just progression in
general.. Haven't played Robocraft for a while and only came back a few days ago. The first thing I noticed was that the
existence of "robopass" and "cosmetic credits" does make me feel like a freemium player again. The extendet colorwheel and
the additional cosmetic CPU aren't really worth the 44,99\u20ac I paid for P4L back in the day. The experience-boost is only
nice-ish as long as you still have a need for tech points.

Back in the day of lootboxes, this purchase was worth it, you would get so many cool things and cosmetics back then, but
nowadays... not so much! This pack isn't worth more than max 22\u20ac. Might change my review later, if freejam makes being
a premium-player more rewarding again.. UFO: Afterlight is like XCOM. You manage a base, researchers, engineers, and
soldiers, along with the various constructions you can make in the base, and send out squads of soldiers/drones/aliens to deal
with attacks, or attack different factions, waging war and taking their territory. You can acquire territory much like Galactic
Civilization II, and can build structures to utilize it's resources, and provide utilities. As for the ground, it's semi turn based, or
exactly like Knights of the Old Republic, Baldur's Gate II, Dragon Age 1, etc.

You don't really have 'money' in the traditional sense. The various territories have Mines, which produce resources like Metal,
Fuel, Chemicals, Crystal, Noble Metals, etc.. When you build a 'gatherer' on one, you gain one of the resource. So if I have 2
Metal Mines, I can make all buildings, equipment, weapons, and armor that require 2 or less metal as much as I want without
limit, so long as I still have the requirement.

All your people/aliens can be trained in their fields, some specializing in 2 fields. The fields are Soldier, Scientist, and
Technician. The gain experience by doing things in that field, so fighting for Soldiers, making items for Technicians, and
Researching for Scientists. You can train them to produce/research different categories faster, or make the more accurate or
quicker with a weapon, train them to use armor better and use heavier weapons and armor. Of course, they can't be used while
they're training, but that should be obvious. If you start training with a soldier in Alpha squad, and then send that Squad out to a
mission, that Soldier will temporarily stop training and do the mission, and then continue training when they get back to base, so
no need to worry about managing them THAT much.

As for the tutorial, it covers ground combat(Tactical Mode as it's called in-game) very well, but the map/base screen(Strategic
Mode) is not covered very well. It goes into many Strategic Mode aspects to a degree, but some aspects it doesn't cover enough,
such as managing base construction, and the people who build mines and capture territory. Those aspects have their members
assigned from the start, but it doesn't tell new players that, and if you accidentally move someone who was needed there, you
can mess up some features, and since it doesn't tell you about those, you'll have to click around until you figure it out.

For reference, the people who build mines, excavation sites, radars, etc. on the territories work in the Technical Bay, and the
people who build Geosode(capture territory) work in the Scientific Bay. So make sure there's at least 1 Technician in the
Technical Bay and at least 1 Scientist in the Scietific Bay. Also, when you start building things in your base, make sure there's at
least 1 Technician in the Civil Engineering building. You can do all this in the "People" Tab of the Strategic Mode view.

You can conduct Diplomacy with the various factions in the game, like waging war or signing peace treaties, and trading and
requesting resources, though it's nowhere near as in-depth as the Civilization games.

Overall, it's a great "XCOM-like", and if you like Xcom, you'll love UFO: Afterlight.
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